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DIGIMIC CamControl2 bundle 
Camera system all-in-one solution 

Article-No.: S4.1371 
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DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription     

With the DIGIMIC camera system you 
have always set the stage for your 
conference. Robotic PTZ cameras, 
Brähler CamControl2 software and a 
video matrix switcher guarantee the 
best possible images.  
 
Our CamControl2 software controls the 
cameras according to the current 
speaker list for the currently active 
delegates. 
In case of several simultaneous 
speakers, the camera image remains 
either on the first active speaker or 
switches to the newest active speaker. 
The cameras are always positioned 
before the live image is switched. 
Unpleasant camera movements do not 
occur.  
 
The PTZ cameras make it possible to 
record almost all angles of a conference 
room. Multiple positions of different 
cameras can be programmed and 
provided with a quality level for each 
individual delegate. CamControl2 
ensures that the next free camera with 
the best possible position always takes 
the speaker into the picture. 

FeaturesFeaturesFeaturesFeatures    
� Robotic  PTZ cameras, 3G-SDI 
� Best possible image selection 
� No camera movements of the live image 
� Multiple cameras can be stored per seat 
� Programmable home input if 
no speaker is active 

� Seamless Switching 
� Up to 4 cameras and 1 DCen control unit 
with 100 or more delegate units 

 
TechniTechniTechniTechnical datacal datacal datacal data    

� 3G-SDI FullHD PTZ camera 
� 2.07 megapixel 
� 12x optical zoom 
� IP VISCA protocol 
� 3G-SDI Seamless Video Switcher 
� 16x SDI input 
� 16x SDI output 
� Package consisting of 
1x CamControl2 software 
2x PTZ980 3G-SDI camera 
1x SDI-MS16 video switcher 

SystemSystemSystemSystem    ccccomponentomponentomponentomponentssss    

SystemSystemSystemSystem    softwaresoftwaresoftwaresoftware    
� Brähler CamControl2 
for Windows10 64bit 
Article no.: S4.1370 

 
 
Supported Central Control UnitsSupported Central Control UnitsSupported Central Control UnitsSupported Central Control Units    
� DCen32 
Article no.: 05.0050 

� DCen 
Article no.: 05.0010 

� DCen32 mini 
Article no.: 05.0420 

� DCen mini 
Article no.: 05.0410 

 
 
VideoVideoVideoVideo    componentscomponentscomponentscomponents    
� SDI-MS16 
Video Matrix Switcher 
Article no.: 07.3786 

 
� PTZ980 
3G-SDI PTZ camera 
Article no.: 07.0920 

 
 

 


